
The story has a problem the donor can solve. Donors feel overwhelmed by a
“broken” community (too big). But they feel empowered to help an
individual (not too big). This is community at the granular level — many
individuals helping many individuals to make the collective strong!

The story is emotional. Stories can engage our emotions. We share
problems, sorrow, and joy. Emotion in fundraising stories increases empathy
and inspires donors to action. Donors who FEEL more, CARE more and GIVE
more.  

The story is simple. A donor's attention is fleeting. A donor’s attention is
fleeting. You don’t have time to tell the entire story. Include only the parts
of the story that lead the donor to action — and remove all details that
distract.

The story is unresolved. Fundraising appeals that need the donor to make a
gift to create a happy ending in the story typically perform better than
those that conclude the appeal’s story with a happy ending.

The story includes the donor. The donor should be an active participant in
the story. Engage the donor and invite them to take part in the story that
ends with them helping (one individual helping another!).

The storyteller acts ethically and holds the beneficiary in high regard. The
storyteller has great compassion and empathy for the person being helped
and always puts people above profits.

Your Fundraising 
Storytelling Checklist
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The purpose of a fundraising story is to demonstrate the 
need for support. The key is to use storytelling to show the
donor —in a clear and focused way— what their gift will do. 

A free resource from FundraisingWriting.com
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Before the interview, make sure you've put the person at ease about your
upcoming conversation. The more they feel comfortable, the more they
will open up to you. Approach the interview as a friendly chat.

Be sure to gather their transformation story. When you interview a
beneficiary, find out the "before" of their story. (What was life like for the
person before they received help?) Then gather the "after" story. Focus on
how they felt throughout their journey. 

Be the leader of the interview. This may sound obvious, but often
interviews can go off track because the interviewee may want to tell you
details that do not help make a good fundraising story. Just be polite,
listen, and redirect the conversation back to where you need it.

Ask open-ended questions. Avoid "closed" yes/no questions because one-
word answers will shut down your conversation and kill your storytelling.
Instead, encourage thoughtful answers with questions such as, "Will you
help me understand...?" and "How did that make you feel?" Also ask this
important question: "What would you say to the donors of our cause?"

For more resources: FundraisingWriting.com

Interview Tips

A free resource from FundraisingWriting.com

Get a great fundraising story from
the people you interview!
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Subscribe to the Fundraising Writing Newsletter. It's FREE.

Every week, you'll receive an email
newsletter that's informative, practical,
and even, we daresay, pretty fun!

There's always more to explore in the
world of fundraising writing. See you 
in your inbox soon!

~Julie Cooper and Brett Cooper
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